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**WARNING** This book contains graphic forensic crime scene photos and statements that some

may find very disturbing.Six bestselling true crime authors come together to present the SECOND

ANNUAL "Serial Killers True Crime Anthology" which depicts thirteen horrific cases of serial

homicide told in detail, and includes pictures. Each case will take the reader from the background of

the serial killer, to the crime scene, investigation, trial, and sentencing. This year we bring you more

riveting and gruesome serial killers from around the world. Readers in CANADA will enjoy reading

about 2 Canadian serial killers: Michael Wayne McGray (by RJ Parker) and David Russell Williams

(by Kelly Banaski) INSIDE THE BOOKIntroduction"The Babysitter Killer" by Katherine

RamslandMichael Wayne McGray by RJ ParkerDr. Michael Swango by Michael NewtonCol. David

Williams by Kelly BanaskiJoanne Dennehy by Sylvia PerriniDonna Perry by Katherine RamslandDr.

Harold Shipman by Michael NewtonLonnie Franklin (Grim Sleeper) by RJ ParkerRosemary West by

Sylvia PerriniFelipe Espinoza by RJ ParkerDonald Harvey by Michael NewtonBrian Dugan by

Katherine RamslandEnriqueta Marti by Sylvia PerriniNinja Truck Driver Killer by Peter VronskyNinja

Truck Driver Killer by Peter Vronsky "As with Volume 1, 2015 Serial Killers True Crime Anthology is

a welcome addition to the literature of true crime. Readers will be intrigued by old and new cases,

elucidated by some of the most interesting writers in the business."-- (John Douglas and Mark

Olshaker), MINDHUNTERS "True crime fans fascinated by serial killers will be thrilled by this

collection of stories by some of the best crime writers in the business today. A perfect complement

to the first volume."--(Steve Jackson), New York Time bestselling author of BOGEYMAN and

MONSTER  "These fourteen chilling tales are sure to please any true crime lover--how can you go

wrong when the book is written by some of the best authors in the business? Thoroughly

researched and chock-full of spine-tingling entertainment. If you loved the first Anthology, this is

simply a must-read."-- (JJ Slate), Bestselling True Crime Author, MISSING WIVES, MISSING LIVES

and SOCIAL MEDIA MONSTERS: INTERNET KILLERS
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Murder has been with humanity from the beginning, and since the 1888 Jack the Ripper case,

weÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve been fascinated with serial killers. People who kill repeatedly, often for

inexplicable reasons, seem to tap into some emotional well we humans possess.2015 Serial Killer

True Crime Anthology by R. J. Parker and five other true crime writers really taps that well deeply.

Graphical accounts of serial murder cases, including the Babysitter, or Oakland County Child Killer

(OCCK), a case that has yet to be solved, among others, that read like fiction, will keep you on the

edge of your chair. Some of the best true crime writing IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve seen, this book is not

for the sensitive or squeamish. It includes details that will have you looking askance at your

neighbor, or spouse, and sleeping with one eye open. Fourteen first-rate stories penned by some of

the best in the business.

These fourteen chilling tales are sure to please any true crime lover--how can you go wrong when

the book is written by some of the best authors in the business? Thoroughly researched and

chock-full of spine-tingling entertainment. If you loved the first Anthology, this is simply a must-read.

Chilling and horrific! At the end of each story, I found myself filled with the same, yet different,

emotions. I couldn't put this book down. I mostly watch true crime stories on television, but after

reading this book I believe my choice of "enjoyment" will be to read about them. And your choice to

include Kelly Banaski as the newcomer was not a disappointment!! She jumped right into it,

beginning with the title - it made me NEED to read this story! I hope to read more of her writing in



the future, including in the Serial Killers True Crime Anthology 2016. I bought three of these books

and didn't realize it was volume two. I will be looking for the first volume, and anxiously await the

third volume. I hope you continue to have these same authors, including newcomer Kelly Banaski.

Thank you.

This book was an interesting read. I expected it to have the stories but the authors have added their

opinions, too. I got this for the stories. I just want the facts. Contains some grammar errors that were

distracting.

This is a compilation of different cases by different authors. The killers in the book in this book are

generally not ones that made nationwide news. In some cases they killed many people. In some

cases the killer was caught when he had just started his "career". The cases are interesting. There

are some really sick people out there and since serial killers generally select their victims at random

we don't learn much on how to avoid being a victim other than keep doors locked, be aware of

surroundings and a lot of the victims are high risk people such as prostitutes and homeless people.

Of course the odds are very small an individual will encounter one of these monsters. The editing

and writing were generally good. Since there are different authors the writing style differs from

chapter/case to chapter/case. The X-Ray feature is not on for this book. The dictionary does work.

Wonderful True Crime Anthology by a lot of my favorite authors in the world. Second in a series of

Four

Book was very boring. Did not finish it.would not reccommend.

.....yet not quite top-notch. The stories are without exception well-written, but somehow leave me

unsatisfied. I would very definitely read more by Perrini and Ramsland, and would not look at further

work by Banaski.One thing that I especially enjoyed was the excellent proofreading which obviously

is far better than usual; however, I would like to remind writers, editors, and proofreaders alike that

one never ends sentences with prepositions.
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